How to make sense of our payments offer
Introduction
Members of the public have many opportunities to participate in the activities of
organisations that deliver health research. This paper1 explains why such
organisations sometimes offer participation payments, and how much money is
offered.

Principles
1. In this paper, the term ‘public’ means patients, service users, carers and members of
the public.
2. This paper explains the arrangements for participation payments. Such payments
are entirely separate from reimbursement of expenses, salary payments and
contractor fees.
3. Participation payments fall into the space between volunteering (in which there is
community benefit rather than commercial advantage), formal employment (which is
managed through the Human Resources Department) and procuring contractors for
specific tasks (such as specialist occasional lecturers). Within our organisation, we
seek to promote both volunteering and employment opportunities, as well as offering
participation payments where appropriate, in accordance with the best advice 2.
4. The offer of participation payments does not form part of a contract of employment.
No one has an entitlement to a participation payment or a formal basis for grievance
if such a payment is not made. In other words, the payment is a gift or voluntary
payment, and not a wage3.
5. Where people choose to take time off from work in order to participate, our
organisation is under no obligation to compensate them for the loss of earnings. As a
public body, we do not offer participation payments to people who are in receipt of a
full-time salary from public funds4. We support the health benefits of maintaining a
work/life balance, so do not encourage people to take up substantial responsibilities
as public contributors in addition to working full time.
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6. People who participate in our activities are likely to have obligations towards the
Department of Work and Pensions and Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs5.
Responsibility for notifying agencies such as Jobcentre Plus, the Department of
Work and Pensions or Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs lies with the recipient.
Some welfare benefit payments are means-tested, and so reduce as the
recipient’s income from other sources rises. Such arrangements usually work on a
principle of ‘last resort’, so people are expected to accept income from other
sources before they ask for a ‘top-up’ from the benefits system. In other cases,
receiving any funds from another source may trigger a review or disqualify the
person from their entire benefits entitlement. We strongly advise individuals to
seek advice on their personal circumstances before accepting payment.

7. There are a range of opportunities for involvement both within and beyond our
organisation. In a similar way to the market where different retailers offer different
prices for the same product, participation activities may attract different rates. Within
our organisation, we will endeavour to clearly label each item, so that potential
participants know what they may receive before embarking on the activity.
8. Payments may vary from one activity to another, depending on funding available and
other factors. Where a member of the public is involved in more than one activity, the
rate may vary for similar activities.
9. Wherever possible, our organisation will take note of the examples provided by the
National Institute for Health Research and other guidance from the Department of
Health and elsewhere6. A broad principle is to offer payment at a level that is
consistent with other members of the research team to acknowledge the value place
on public involvement7. Budget restrictions may reduce the availability of
participation payments.
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Examples of payment rates
10. Within our organisation, the following table illustrates some of the participation
payments that may be made.

Activity
Attend discussion or
learning opportunity, with
no preparation required
Attend a brief focus group
with others to work on
specific topic
Give a short lecture

Participation
payment
Nil

Local Example

£19.50

Patient Safety Collaborative Patient Forum

£45

Co-presenting with a researcher at the Research
Engaging with Patients and the Public event
PPI Senate
Sitting on a staff recruitment panel
Co-chairing a conference
Attending a funding panel
Any activity that involves a regular, frequent commitment
or a higher payment than is set out above falls outside
the participation payments arrangements and must be
procured.

PPI Catchup meeting

Take significant
responsibility for a day

£150

A regular commitment

Higher rates of•
payment

•
•
•

